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Morpheus’ Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) 

offering bridges the gap between IT and Development, making 

it faster and easier to deliver app and database provisioning, 

elastic scaling, backup, recovery, logging, uptime 

monitoring and more — all on the infrastructure and cloud(s) 

of your choice. Morpheus will save you time, money, and your 

sanity. 

Customers Speed Up Deployments By An Average Of 2x
Think minutes. Not never. Rapid deployment is what customers 

love most about Morpheus. You can provision apps and 

databases in real-time to public, private, and hybrid clouds and 

spin up databases, apps, environments and more with a few 

simple clicks. With elastic scaling, database scaling becomes as 

easy as  adding more nodes with a few clicks. Stop wasting weeks 

or months and let Morpheus give you your job back.

Eliminate Shadow IT 
Morpheus’ one-click provisioning and self-service portal delivers 

IT with unparalleled control and visibility, all while keeping Dev 

happy. IT enjoys complete visibility and control across all 

computing environments, while Dev enjoys choice and control 

with easy access to a catalog of approved apps, databases, and 

computing clouds. You can also set up and enforce policies or 

user rights with ease so compliance headaches become a thing 

of the past.  Say goodbye to shadow IT once and for all.

Easy Database Management
Experience instant ROI with Morpheus. Stop managing 

databases the old-fashioned way.  Leveraging container-based 

technology, Morpheus delivers 4-6x more server density, 

saving you 4-6x on infrastructure costs. Morpheus also frees 

up precious IT and development resources by dramatically 

cutting down provisioning times and enabling users to rapidly 

set up new Dev environments and then move them through a 

complete life-cycle from Test and QA all the way to Production.

Automatic Logging & Monitoring
Believe it. Every new instance set up in Morpheus 

automatically takes care of backups, logging, and monitoring. 

Don’t worry about infrastructure, setup, scaling, reliability or 

the slew of other things that take you away from your job. Let 

Morpheus take the heavy lifting and get alerts if something 

needs your attention. 

Automatic Backup & Recovery
Auto backups are set up and performed on each new database 

or app stack component provisioned by Morpheus. Configure 

military-grade encryption backups and apply them across all 

your servers with a few clicks. Enjoy flexibility to edit the day, 

time, and backup frequency, determine the number of back-

ups saved, and even define the location where backups are 

stored. No more need for writing custom Cron jobs or integrat-

ing expensive third-party backup technologies. Morpheus 

automatically  monitors and alerts you if any problems arise. 

Say Goodbye to Cloud Lock & Hello To Cloud Mobility
One provision and you’re done. Move your important 

workloads to another environment and/or cloud without 

wasting precious time re-provisioning. Most vendors don’t 

make cloud mobility a possibility so most IT pros wouldn’t 

even know what to do if they weren’t locked into one cloud. 

Morpheus orchestrates your important information and lets 

you save time and money by letting you choose where you 

want your workloads to go, and when. No red tape. Just cloud 

freedom. 

Morpheus Saves IT Time, Money, and Sanity

To Start Saving Time, Money, and IT Sanity, Contact  
Morpheus to See a Demo Today!


